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2006-2012
       PWSFTviT in Lodz (Polish Filmschool) 

Awards

2012
       Deutsche Börse Photography Prize 2013, Nomination
       Leica Oscar Barnack Newcomer Award 2012, Winner
       Shortlisted in Les Nuits Photographiques 2012 Pictures in Motion, Paris
       Shortlisted in Kolga Thibilsi Photo, Georgia
       Shortlisted in Terry O’Neill Awards 2011, England

Individual exhibitions

 2012
        Pass by me, Leica Gallery Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria
 2011         
        White Elephants, Mieszkanie Gepperta, Tiff Festival, Wroclaw, Poland
        White Elephants, Photovisa III, Krasnodar, Russia
        White Elephants slideshow, Encountros da Imagem 2011, Braga, Portugal
        White Elephants 2, Café Foto 102, Fotofestival in Lodz, Poland        
        Voice On, Klub Pauza,  Photomonth in Cracow, Poland

Group exhibitions

2012
         Pass by me, Leica Gallery, Photokina 2012, Cologne, Germany
         Pass by me, Leica Boutique, Les Rencontres d’Arles 2012, France
         In the matter of in/visible things, Photokina Academy 2012, Cologne, Germany
2011          
         In the matter of things, Month of photography in Bratyslava, Slovakia
         Lab East, V8, Köln, Germany

Publications in Magazines

2012
        Korean Montly Photography Magazine, 12/2012
        Die Nacht, Special Issue, Young Polish Photography
        Leica Fotografie International LPI Magazine- Special Edition 2/2012
        Archivo zine, issue n.1 “Identify”
        Gup Magazine #33 “Stories”
2011 
         Shots Magazine #114
         Ninja Mag #20 “No sex last night”

Works in collection

2012
       Kiyosato Museum of Photographic Arts, Japan
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BASICALLY, FOR ME PHOTOGRAPHY IS A LANGUAGE

My photographs are not connected to the place and time, which are usually left in  conjecture, but on the 
level of emotions. I imagine my work as stories about balance between inconsistent states and feelings. 
Photography is my way of communication, my language telling about me indirectly. I create the stories 
somewhere in between fantasy, imagination and reality. I present the images of life which is transformed by 
emotions and nostalgia.

For last years I have travelled a lot taking photographs of people whom I met on my way and who inspired 
me. In this way to some extent, my pictures have became a kind of diary. I mainly intended to create a work 
with which the receiver can identify, can feel pictures as present memories; rather feel them than vote as 
good or bad ones.
I am trying to look at the person I meet as someone new, half-stranger. Accidental meetings without simple 
definition and knowledge of them is my way to contact. I much more prefer to meet people by chance, with 
no pre-visualisation – simply to listen. That let me live and speak through my pictures, because the feeling 
of direct experiencing is necessary for me in my work. It happens intuitively, because everyone has their 
own stories. Usually, when I am too absorbed in myself pictures are failed. When I am afraid of intimacy 
pretending to be someone else, my photographs are not good. The same is when I start to feel guilty because 
of taking them. Of cause sometimes I do not listen or I do not understand. Sometimes I do not want to talk 
or I do not know how. It works into both directions: if someone becomes more and more open with me, I de-
mand the same from myself; exchange. When I am not afraid, my photographs are better and what is more, I 
feel much better with them, although it wasn’t like that since the beginning. 

I think that most of my photographs comes from my inner tension and attempt to break down the fear. For 
me photography is an intimate medium. It helps expressing yourself but after all, it allows you to be closer 
to life and people, to look straight into their eyes. It is very important to be close enough for two reasons: 
first, not to be scared and second, to really experience something, even if the relationship is impossible. 
In my opinion on photography is not about being original. What interests me is taking pictures in agreement 
with myself. A lot of photographers work in different aesthetics and styles; sometimes it makes an impres-
sion of repeatability. However, I think that what really matters is the reason why people are taking pictures. 
To clearly know or only feel why.

For me photography is like interior projected to exterior. Taking pictures itself is an emotional experience; a 
way to forget and remember. A lot of events and experiences exist in us at the same time. They remain after 
a time and is it not clearly known why they come back at moments when we do not expect them; sometimes 
in our new experiences we can discover something that happened in the past. It is not easy to describe. 
Photography is a state which rather occurs in an undone way; it is more about looking for an answer than a 
ready-made one. In a certain sense, I take pictures of myself through portraits of other people, through bor-
rowed states of things. I create works that base on emotions but not fully in autobiographical way. Once I 
heard a quote: “It is nothing special to say >night<, it is essential to make an impression of night not using 
that word.” That is what matters. My pictures are based on reality but not necessarily on mine. 

I think that sometimes it is a good to allow yourself to photograph with no excessive care about the picture, 
to forget about it for a while letting it “create itself” in a way, though it can discover something that might 
be in ourselves but about which we might not want to know and to talk.  To forget about all that technical 
things, forget about ourselves and just exist. What I mean is that the spirit comes out (title of Philip Roth 
book), that at a certain moment it is necessary to get rid of dependences and distractions which take differ-
ent shapes of eg. excessive egoism. Everybody has something special inside, it is not necessary to think too 
much about it, because there is nothing to be afraid, it will not disappear. If you decide to



create, all those special things want to get into your picture but sometimes we have to hide behind new 
techniques, machines, and new fears. It is very easy to lose and miss something important when you want 
to  or try to impress too much. It is very easy to try to catch up with yourself like in paradox by Zeno of Elea 
about Achilles and a tortoise. Actually, speculating on whom one should be makes sense only then when, 
in this way, it destroys egoism. And it is here where identity and liberty are. There will be no other stable 
value. Prove can changed into composure. I want the camera to be clearance   from my egoism. Because it 
distracts.

Identity? Coming to studies some years ago, I knew pictures by Diane Arbus and by some other most im-
portant authors but the most interesting thing was kind of try to understand transformations in those artists. 
How their lives and work gradually united becoming inseparable. Not in a biographical sense but because 
photography is rather carrying personal feelings and energy transmitted into meetings. In fact, they are scat-
tered mental pictures and visits that exist much longer before and after the moment of taking pictures. With 
or without you. Generally the contact has two phases: this one which we experience in real and this after. In 
a larger perspective, it is not easy to associate with people in contact sheets every day, in fact with that what 
the contact with them becomes after time.

I think that it is necessary to break up information and show as much as it is necessary and essential. To 
focus attention on parts, faces, gestures; to limit. I often conceal information in pictures, rather set it in order 
than reveal. I leave it in conjecture. I use cameras that destroy the picture but while working I try not to 
destroy it totally. I need such a kind of balance. I think that if we were permanently happy and everything 
was unchangeable, photography would not be needed. In fact, I believe that it is so much important because 
it is a kind of language for telling stories about your and others’ ends. About changeability. Every change is 
in a certain sense a tragedy because it leads into newness but also because first you have to part with what is 
(present “is”)

 
Being appreciated causes satisfaction however responsibility is a burden. There are lots of illusions that 
cause fear. I feel that the Leica prize, that I was awarded some months ago, has changed nothing in my work 
itself but I was able to pay some bills and visit some places. Lately I often had a problem as I imagined that 
expectations of my work were much bigger and that I had to work much better, and harder. The phrase “have 
to” perhaps explains everything: it misleads and thinking this way it is easy to get lost. In a certain way I 
found myself in a world which I did not know and which - besides the photographs - consisted of dinners, 
parties, and good-looking people. Everything is fine, only it is not what I needed. Taking photographs I 
take responsibility for people and their emotions and there are not often the easy emotions; drinking at such 
parties makes me feel uneasy. Some trout and vodka do not go with that and causes an inner conflict in me. 
I had to retreat in thoughts for some time and go back to that moment when I knew what I did it for. The pro-
cess itself gives me a lot of satisfaction and fulfilment, not successes and a kind of insidious need of rivalry 
that unfortunately has always been in human nature. Self-expression - it is easier for a vocalist because it is 
a pure expression as they use their bodies, not tools. Although it is sometimes impossible not to spy on, it is 
better to remain a human instead of a machine that takes pictures, what Anders Petersen brilliantly notes in 
one of the interviews. That reminds me of the text of Sigur Rós’ song Ný batteri, with change of lyrics on the 
end of the song, “self” instead of “alone”)

And absolutely I don’t mean to stay aside or take pictures to shelve them. I rather mean to remember, to 
forget, and to recall again and again that while making photographs somebody entrusts us. It is essential to 
remember what this process is for and accept it. And not to try to change nobody, to stay humble



Of course I am pleased that maybe my voice in the photography has been noticed and I really want to be-
lieve that the photography truly stands only about love and being honest.
I still feel and need to feel as if I had just started, touched people, problems and emotions which I wanted to 
talk about. Once a friend of mine Michael Ackerman said to me that photographer is somebody that is able 
to get lost, while Frederico Azevedo keep saying: you are the nice guy but listen to people more.

January 18, 2013.



PASS BY ME (2010-2012)

Introduction:
 
‘Pass by me’, the winning portfolio, represents the culmination of a project on which Polish pho-
tographer Piotr Zbierski has been working for five years. In his long-term project entitled ‘White 
Elephant’, the photographer explores the expression of emotions and the question of to what 
extent they can alter reality. In this, he is particularly fascinated by chance encounters. His view 
of people in the role of an impartial observer, fleeting encounters with strangers – without prior 
knowledge of his subjects – enables him to see what is pure and essential: people and their 
entire world of emotions. In the words of Piotr Zbierski, ‘I chose photography because it lets me 
get very close to people. It is the only medium with a directness that lets me show the existence 
of the imagination in the real world.’ In his images, he concentrates on faces, gestures, the 
expression of feelings and relationships. His images have no pretension of being original, but 
instead are authentic. They depict scenes from the heart of life itself, captured at a wide variety 
of locations. The majority were shot on journeys through Eastern Europe and India. Although 
the portfolio appears to have a random structure at first sight, an underlying order and relation-
ship exists between the images. Together they build an entirety and relate a story of happiness, 
memories and encounters characterised by the photographer’s own particular style.

Mayor Awards:

Leica Oscar Barnack Newcomer Award 2012, Winner 
Deutsche Börse Photography Prize 2013, Nomination
Shortlisted in Kolga Thibilsi Photo, Georgia

Mayor Exhibitions:

Pass by me, Leica Gallery, Photokina 2012, Cologne, Germany
Pass by me, Leica Boutique, Les Rencontres d’Arles 2012, France
Pass by me, Leica Gallery Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria

Mayor publications:
     
Korean Montly Photography Magazine, 12/2012
Leica Fotografie International LPI Magazine- Special Edition 2/2012

External contents:

Video interview during Les Rencontres d’Arles 2012 *
Written interviews *
Documentations *

* click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNnEpzmSRQ
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/interviews/
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/exhibitions/


























WHITE ELEPHANTS (2008-2012)

Introduction:
 
It is very simple, actually. Me and my bag of pictures are nothing more than the love I have felt, things I have been 
looking for, people I have met and the feeling of guilt. All those decisions that turn an individual into two separate 
beings, where imagination will always remain false, whereas reality is always untouchable. Actually, it is the mind, 
the world on three elephants. We all resort to it because we want to have memories and identify. 

To create the playground from anything you have at the moment. Step, step, stop. And again.

Pictures are alive mainly because we are fading. To save your songs, there is not much time to analyze.
 
White Elephants is personal long going series, made from 2008 to 2012. It has been shown also in the form of 
slideshow as the story in three chapters. The most important was to concentrate on the single faces, gestures, 
pantomime of feelings and relations. The elements of representation are often degraded to shapes, soft lines and 
the work is merging many stylistics into one story. It is honest impact of emotions I have experience during my 
travels. The main point is the impression of experiences, that is necessary for me to take the pictures. Through the 
metaphors of portraits of the others, I photograph my private, intimate time and space. In White Elephants I’m mak-
ing the questions about the changes that are visible in our reality being transform by emotions, personal issues. 
The series is making the doubt about becoming. Dissonance between memories and present as well as differences 
between real person, place and our imagination of it. 

White Elephants is about the balance between inconsistent states and feelings. The original idea of the series was 
to explore the state dissonance between feelings by looking with a sense of disappearing and longing; that is the 
thing which, in my opinion, makes the images important to our culture, and life: Photography exists in the way that 
we know it mainly because we have to die.
Also, images are the rope that ties the fragmented past back together. I believe that memories are somewhat 
impossible to be imagine, but a picture can create a genuine physicality and real consciousness. On the other side, 
there are emotions and the unknown, and together, they change everything. It is not a simple tribute to the past, 
but rather a story about feelings out of time; the interior projected to the exterior.

Mayor Awards:
Shortlisted in Les Nuits Photographiques 2012 Pictures in Motion, Paris
Shortlisted in Terry O’Neill Awards 2011, England

Mayor Exhibitions:
White Elephants, Mieszkanie Gepperta, Tiff Festival, Wroclaw, Poland
White Elephants, Photovisa III, Krasnodar, Russia
White Elephants slideshow, Encountros da Imagem 2011, Braga, Portugal
White Elephants 2, Café Foto 102, Fotofestival in Lodz, Poland        
Voice On, Klub Pauza,  Photomonth in Cracow, Poland
In the matter of things, Month of photography in Bratyslava, Slovakia
Lab East, V8, Köln, Germany

Mayor publications:
Die Nacht, Special Issue, Young Polish Photography
Archivo zine, issue n.1 “Identify”
Gup Magazine #33 “Stories”
Shots Magazine #114
Ninja Mag #20 “No sex last night”

External contents:
Video interview during Les Rencontres d’Arles 2012 *
Written interviews *
Documentations *

* click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNnEpzmSRQ
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/interviews/
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/exhibitions/








































































LOVE HAS TO BE REINVENTED (2012-)

Introduction: 
 
When Venasque told me about diaries of Cocteau, I came across the fragment, 
which deeply affected me:
“And then I realized that the world of my dreams is equally full of memories as my 
real life, so it is the real being and also richer, deeper, full of episodes, and more 
precise in many details. It was difficult to properly locate memories in one or the 
other world. They were extraordinary, complicated, and have become my second 
life, twice bigger, and twice longer than my own “.

why? because you have this gun with cold water when I’m turning into someone 
unlike. 
with or without is trivial difference. Is it not the way to communicate with friends? 

We still here. 

I know your deepest secret fear. And you know my deepest secret fear : egoism. 

Unpublished (recent work)

External contents:

Video interview during Les 
Rencontres d’Arles 2012 *
Written interviews *
Documentations *

* click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNnEpzmSRQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNnEpzmSRQ
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/interviews/
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/exhibitions/














































SLIDESHOW

13 minutes slideshow with music is presenting full 
White Elephants project, and is the seperated art 
work for presentation, exhibition etc. 

LINK TO WATCH ONLINE (vimeo.com) *

Mayor Awards:

Shortlisted in Les Nuits Photographiques 2012 Pictures in Motion, Paris

Mayor Exhibitions:

White Elephants, Mieszkanie Gepperta, Tiff Festival, Wroclaw, Poland
White Elephants slideshow, Encountros da Imagem 2011, Braga, Portugal
White Elephants 2, Café Foto 102, Fotofestival in Lodz, Poland        

Mayor publications:
     
Gup Magazine #33 “Stories”

External contents:

Video interview during Les Rencontres d’Arles 2012 *
Written interviews *
Documentations *

* click to watch

https://vimeo.com/56856823
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNnEpzmSRQ
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/interviews/
http://piotrzbierski.wordpress.com/exhibitions/


ARTISTIC PRIORITIES 
FOR UPCOMING YEAR :

1. PUBLICATION OF THE BOOK FROM WHITE ELEPHANTS PROJECT
2. WORK ON RECENT PROJECT : LOVE HAS TO BE REINVENTED
3. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GALLERY TO BE REPRESENTED BY


